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ABSTRACT 
We give a practical algorithm for obtaining the unique decomposition of a 
linear mapping into a sum of commuting semisimple and nilpotent mappings. 
Let F be a field and V a finite dimensional vector space over F. The following 
result is well-known, see [l-3], 
PROPOSITION Let (p be a linear mapping of V into itself and suppose the field F 
is perfect, then there is a unique polynomial in $I daroted by 17 such that 9 is 
nilpotent and a = f#~ - 9 is semi-simple. 
Recall that a linear mapping u is semisimple if its minimal polynomial contains 
each of its irreducible factors with multiplicity one. 
The purpose of this note is to give a simple and fast algorithm for computing u 
and q in terms of +. Suppose the minimal polynomial of I#J is IIp,(t)“+ where the p, 
are its distinct irreducible factors over F and the m, are their multiplicities. Put 
p(t) = IIp, (t) and m = max ( mi) and suppose m > 2, since otherwise u = 9. Then we 
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may write, 
where the ri are polynomials over F satisfying degree($ <degree(p). In Sec. 2 we 
justify (1.1) and give an algorithm which explicitly computes these rj. 
Most proofs of the above proposition lead to methods for computing u and n 
but in our experience they are impractical except in special cases. We believe that 
our algorithm is the best possible and in Sec. 3 give some examples computed by 
means of it. 
There are a number of applications of the proposition where an ability to 
compute u and q is useful. In Sec. 4 we give a brief discussion of some of these. 
§2 
We first give the algorithm which computes the rt in (1.1). In addition to the 
notation of Sec. 1 let p(‘) for i = 0, 1, . , , denote the polynomials determined by the 
expansion 
p(t+s)= X#‘)(t)s’. (2.1) 
If the characteristic of F is zero or larger than degree(p) then p(j) is just the ith 
derivative of p divided by i! and of course p(O)= p. Since F is perfect we know that 
p and p(l) are relatively prime and hence by the Euclidean algorithm we can find 
unique polynomials g, h satisfying 
@ - r&p(‘) = 1, degree(h) < degree ( p). (2.2) 
Suppose now that g,h and all p@) are known. Put e, = 1, d, = h, 9r = 0, ri = h. 
Assume that the polynomials ei,4,qi,ri are known for 1 < i < (n - 1) and some 
n > 2. To compute en,d,,.9,,.r,, first put 
en=cn,2P , (2) + c, 3p’3’ + . . . + C” “P(“), (2.3) 
where c”,~ is the coefficient of z” in the expansion of 
Second, put 
d,=9,-l+g(d,-,-9,-2)+he,, (2.4) 
with 9. = 0 when n = 2. Third, divide d,, by p. The quotient is 9” and the remainder 
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is r,. Thus,, 
4” P + r” = 4, degree (r,,) < degree ( p). (2.5) 
Finally, repeat this procedure until n = m - 1. Recall from Sec. 1 that m is the 
smallest integer such that p(G)” = 0. 
A simple expression for the c”,~ in (2.3) is easily found: 
W i! %,i’ s al!a2!. . . (yn_1! rP1+. . . r”F> 1 
summed over all subsets S = { rxi, as,. . . , a,_ I} of nonnegative integers 9 which 
satisfy Cal= i and Z joi=n. Thus ea= rfpc2), e,=2r,r2p(2)+rfp(3), etc. 
We now prove that the formula (1.1) together with the above method for 
determining the ri yield the correct u in the proposition of Sec. 1. Since p(+) is 
nilpotent we see by (1.1) that n = $J - u is nilpotent and hence we need only show 
that p(u) = 0. To do this, substitute the right hand side of (1.1) in p(u), use the 
expansion (2.1) with t=+ and collect terms according to powers of p(G). Using 
(2.3) we obtain 
m-1 
p(u) = Z (P% + 4p” 
1 
where p=p(+), e,=e,(+), etc. Let c,=O, and for n=l,...,m-1 let c,= 
-p(l)qn+gZ~,lejg”-i. Observe that by (2.4) and (2.2) we have (p%,+ en)+ 
c,,_~=c~P for n=1,2 ,..., m-l. Using (2.6) we have p(u)=O. 
§3. 
In special cases it may be possible to find the coefficients r, in (1.1) directly. 
For example if p(t) = (t” + a), cx E F a straight forward substitution gives, 
u=+ ( ) 1_ !!M -l’“_#)+ Ap( )+ (1+4+ a na ~P(df..~. (3.1) 
But in general the above algorithm seems the most convenient method of 
calculation. In this regard observe that if F is the field of rationals and p has 
integer coefficients then the coefficient of r, are integers divided by 8” where S is 
the discriminant of p. This follows from the form of (2.5) together with repeated 
differentiation of the congruence phi - l(mod p). 
As an example let p(t)=t3+t+l then 8=-31 and g(t)=(-18t+27)/31, 
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h(t) = ( - 6t2 + 9 t - 4)/31 and the algorithm yields: 
r,(t)= A(-6t2+9t-4), 
r2(t)= 2 3 (-81t2+44t-54), 
(31) 
etc. 
4 r3(t) =--3 
(31) 
(- 1920t2 + 396t - 1280), 
As a further example, suppose F has characteristic 2 and p(t) = t* + t + 1, then 
thealgorithmeasilygiveso=++p(+)+p(+)4+p(+)’6+... +p(+)*“+.... 
§4 
The proposition in Sec. 1 is important in the study of Lie algebras and algebraic 
groups. A particular application occurs in the determination of centralizers of 
elements. 
Suppose 3 is the algebraic closure of F. Let G be a simple linear algebraic 
group on V=V@$ and put G=C?nGL(V). If +EG, let Co(+) denote its 
centralizer subgroup in G. Now 
+=(o+n)=a(l+a-$)=ap 
gives the unique decomposition of + as a product of commuting semisimple and 
unipotent elements o and p in C. Clearly C,(G) c C,(o). The point is that if u is 
not central in G then K = C,(u) is a proper subgroup of G. Furthermore K has an 
easily determined structure, in fact K = Cc(u) n G L(V) and Ce (u) is “almost” 
reductive (see [4]). Hence if u is known, Co(+) = Cx (p), where p is unipotent. 
Similar results hold when G is any finite group and the characteristic of F 
divides the order of G. For a further application in the case F= R see [5]. 
Finally we note that in general the requirement that F be perfect is necessary. 
For if F= E(x) is a field of rational functions over the finite field E with two 
elements let V be four dimensional with basis {vi} and define 
G(o,)=% +(u*)= 01+x0,. 
It is easily checked that there is no decomposition of + into a sum of commuting 
semisimple and nilpotent linear mappings. 
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